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A multibaker map is generalized in order to mimic the thermostating algorithm of transport mode
Elementary calculations yield the irreversible entropy production caused by coarse graining of t
phase-space density. For different systems, either in steady states (periodic or flux boundar
or subjected to absorbing boundaries, the specific irreversible entropy production is shown to
u2yD, where u denotes the local streaming velocity (current per density) andD is the diffusion
coefficient. [S0031-9007(97)04219-1]
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The connection between nonequilibrium statistic
physics and the underlying chaotic dynamics has beco
a subject of vivid interest [1–15]. The central questio
are how the microscopic reversible dynamics can app
as an irreversible process on the macroscopic level,
how the macroscopic transport coefficients are rela
to microscopic characteristics of the chaotic dynami
A careful analysis of the rate of irreversible entrop
production is at the heart of this problem [16–20], b
the relation between complementary approaches has b
poorly understood. Here, we present a consistent der
tion of the irreversible entropy production for three ma
approaches to describe transport in driven systems pro
ing currents. They model eithernonequilibrium steady
states(A) or therelaxationtowards steady states (B):

(A1) In the thermostating algorithma special force
is introduced to avoid an uncontrolled growth of th
kinetic energy of particles moving in external fields [2
9]. The force mimics the presence of a thermos
and makes the particle dynamics dissipative on avera
although it preserves time reversibility. The system
investigated up to now were assumed to be periodic
large spatial extension, and hence to be closed.
long time dynamics exhibits permanent chaos on
underlying chaotic attractor. Transport coefficients a
the irreversible entropy production are connected with
average phase-space contraction rates̄s pd on the attractor.

(A2) By applying flux boundary conditionsto an open
Hamiltonian system it was shown that the steady-st
density follows Fick’s law [10], and the irreversibl
entropy production has been calculated [19]. In this c
the current running through the system is due to
boundary condition only, and the phase-space contrac
rate is zero,s̄s fd  0.

(B) Theescape-rate formalismof transport processes i
based on the investigation of open systems of large spa
extensions subjected to absorbing boundary conditi
[11–13]. In such cases the particle dynamics is chaotic
the sense of transient chaos, and there exists an under
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nonattracting chaotic set (a chaotic saddle) in the pha
space. In the regime of linear response, at least, relaxati
is closely related to steady-state transport. The transpo
coefficients of Hamiltonian systems are related [1,11
13] to the chaotic saddle’s escape ratek. In a recent
paper [17] dissipation was also taken into account, an
the irreversible entropy production was shown to be th
sum of the escape ratek and the average phase-space
contraction ratēssad on the chaotic saddle.

As the list indicates, complementary dynamical ap
proaches have traditionally been associated with differe
boundary conditions. Here we show that a thermostate
approach can be defined irrespective of boundary cond
tions, which, in the following, will be referred to by (A1)–
(B). Even multibaker maps [9–11,13] can be generalize
to mimic thermostating. They will be used to analytically
work out expressions for the irreversible entropy produc
tion from the point of view of dynamical systems.

The multibaker map acts on a chain ofN elementary
cells of sizea 3 a (cf. Fig. 1). It will be subjected to
the different boundary conditionsA1, A2, or B. The
discrete time dynamics acts at integer multiples of
time unit t. The square is divided into four vertical
columns. The rightmost (leftmost) column of widthsR

(sL) is mapped onto a strip of widtha and heights0
R

(s0
L) in the square to the right (left). These columns

FIG. 1. Action of the multibaker map on a single cellm. Four
vertical columns are squeezed and stretched by the map su
that the resulting horizontal strips exactly fit into the cell or its
neighbors.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2759
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induce transport along thex direction. The two middle
columns of widths1 ands2 are transformed into strips of
width a and respective heightss0

1 and s0
2, and model the

chaotic motion of trajectories not contributing to transpo
in a single time step. Subscriptk will be used to label
the four columns or rows of a cell, andi  1, 2 will
denote the inner strips only. By definitionsk . 0 andP

k sk  a, so that the local phase-space contraction rat
are sk  2s1ytd lnss0

kyskd. Such maps are known to
be prototypes of strongly chaotic systems [21]. The
possess probability densities%sx, yd which take constant
values along thex direction in each cell and might depend
on time. The conditional hopping probabilities from a
cell to its right or left neighbors are thenr  sRya
and l  sLya, respectively. For every0 # m # N the
current densityjm flowing from cellm to m 1 1 is related
to the hopping probabilities and to the cell densities b
jm  sr%m 2 l%m11d saytd.

A map modeling driven thermostated systems has to
area contracting (expanding) if the trajectory moves in th
direction of (against) the driving force in order to mode
the work done by the thermostat on particles movin
parallel to the external field (cf. [1,2,7]). Furthermore
the local contraction ratesR should coincide with2sL,
because for a trajectory goingn cells to the right and then
n cells to the left, the overall dissipation should be zer
In addition, the mapping of the phase space must be o
to-one in order to preserve time reversibility [22]. In th
multibaker model this is fulfilled by the choice

s0
L  sR , s0

R  sL, and si  s0
i . (1)

The local phase-space contraction rates are thensR 
2sL, ands1  s2  0, expressing that thermostating is
needed only for trajectories contributing to transport.

We emphasize that results comparable with therm
dynamics can be obtained only if, in the macroscop
limit a ! 0 and t ! 0, the hopping probabilitiesr 
sRya and l  sLya, which define a random walk along
the chain, are compatible with a diffusion process [13
Irrespective of the thermostating condition (1), this lead
to the following restrictions [23] on the parameters

l 1 r 
2 t

a2
D, r 2 l 

t

a
y . (2)

Here,D andy, respectively, denote the diffusion and drif
coefficients of the associated advection diffusion (Fokke
Planck) equation [13]. They are assumed to be consta

Let us consider the Gibb’s entropyS defined with
respect to the phase-space density% sx, yd as

S  2
Z

% sx, yd ln %sx, yd dx dy , (3)

where the Boltzmann constantkB has been suppressed
We shall assume that a stationary state has set
characterized by constant cell densities%m. Nevertheless,
after a single time step there will be a changeDSs1d of
S because inhomogeneities develop in% sx, yd. DSs1d is
unobservable, however, in a coarse-grained descript
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where only cell densities are considered. This change w
be related to the irreversible entropy production. Owin
to the strict self-similarity of the dynamics, the entrop
changeDSsnd aftern time steps isnDSs1d. Therefore, it is
sufficient to computeDSs1d only. The different boundary
conditions give rise to different densities% , thereby
inducing significant differences in the evaluation ofDSs1d.
In the following we demonstrate that, nevertheless, t
respective irreversible entropy productions are the sam

(A1) Periodic boundary conditions.—All cells are
equivalent in this case so that there is a constant s
tionary coarse-grained density%p  %m for all m. It is
sufficient to consider a single cell with periodic bounda
ries, implying that the strip mapped out of the cell a
one side is injected back from the other. The dens
is normalized so that

R
%p dx dy gives the number of

particles in the cell. The corresponding entropy for th
constant density isSp  2%pa2 ln % p. An application of
the map introduces microscopic inhomogeneities into t
system: the densities after timet on the different strips
will be the constant values%k  % pskys0

k. Thus, there is
an entropy changeDSs1d  % paf2

P
k sk lns% pskys0

kdg 2

Sp. Averaging the density over the cell leads to%p again.
Thus, the loss of information due to coarse graining
2DSs1d. Since the entropy computed from the coars
grained density remains constant, the irreversible entro
productionP

s pd
irr per particle isP

spd
irr  2DSs1dy% pa2t 

f
P

k sk lnsskys0
kdgyat. In accordance with previous state

ments [2,4,7], the right-hand side is nothing but the ave
age phase-space contraction rates̄s pd on the attractor.

Using Eq. (1) one obtains for the irreversible entrop
production in the thermostated case

P
spd
irr 

r 2 l
t

ln
r
l


y

a
ln

1 1
ya
2D

1 2
ya
2D


y2

D

∑
1 1

1
12

µ
a
ly

∂2

1 . . .

∏
. (4)

Here, we have introduced a characteristic length sc
ly ; Dyy and used (2). SinceD and y are macro-
scopically relevant quantities,ly is a macroscopic length.
Hence, the second term in the square brackets is a fin
size correction, and the macroscopic entropy production
y2yD.

(A2) Flux boundary conditions.—We assume Fick’s
law to hold in the steady state with a density gra
dient %md, and consider a cellm in the interior of
a long chain. In general the entropy changeDSs1d

is due to the mixing of the density%m with %L ;
%ms1 1 dad and %R ; %ms1 2 dad in the neighbor-
ing cells, and to the phase-space contraction. For
unbiased dynamicsl  l0  r  r 0  tDya2 the lat-
ter effect is not present, implyingDSs1d  t%mDf2s1 2

dad lns1 2 dad 2 s1 1 dad lns1 1 dadg (for the biased
case cf. Ref. [24]). By construction, the average dens
%m in the cell is unchanged, so that it is coarse grainin
that causes the information loss2DSs1d about the micro-
scopic state of the system. Consequently, the irreversi
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entropy production per particle is

P
s fd
irr 

2DSs1d

%ma2t


D
a2

∑
lns1 2 d2a2d 1 da ln

1 1 da
1 2 da

∏
 Dd2

∑
1 1

1
6

sdad2 1 . . .

∏
. (5)

This expression is equivalent to the local irreversib
entropy production initially found in [19]. More-
over, for an unbiased dynamics and a dens
fulfilling Fick’s law, the streaming velocity [2] is
um ; jmy%m  2Ds=% dy%m  2Dd. Thus, we find
that the macroscopic term of Eq. (5) agrees with tho
obtained for the periodic case [Eq. (4)], whereu  y.

(B) Absorbing boundary conditions.—Owing to es-
cape, the phase-space density% is decreasing in time.
Therefore, the change of the entropy (3) contains a co
tribution of entropy flow into the surroundings in addition
to irreversible entropy production. It is worth concentra
ing only on the effect of the fractal foliation induced by
the dynamics (cf. [17]) by considering a specific entrop
s (entropy per particle) defined in the same form as (3
except that% is replaced by the conditional phase-spac
density%̃ sx, yd. This density represents the probability t
find a particle around a phase-space point under the c
dition that it has not yet escaped. It is defined on th
whole phase space and normalized to unity at any timR

%̃ dx dy  1. After a long time, the conditional density
of cell m tends to the invariant conditional density%̃m, for
which the flux through the boundaries is counterbalanc
d
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by the normalization expsktd [13]. For 1 # m # N this
implies the eigenvalue equation

e2kt%̃m 

√
1
a

X
i

si

!
%̃m 1 r%̃m21 1 l%̃m11 . (6)

With the boundary conditions̃%0  %̃N11  0 this leads
to %̃m  Zeam sinfpmysN 1 1dg, whereZ is a normal-
ization constant anda  s1y2d lnsryld. The associated
eigenvalue is

e2kt  1 2 l 2 r 1 2
p

lr cos

µ
p

N 1 1

∂
. (7)

Here k is the escape rate from the chaotic saddl
underlying transport. In the present paper, we onl
discuss the large-system resultN ¿ 1, where the cosine
function can be replaced by unity.

The total irreversible entropy production is the
sum of contributions from every single cell. In cell
m the change of specific entropyDss1d

m in one time
step is due to the distribution of conditional densitie
%̃m,i  %̃m siys0

i expsktd, %̃m,R  %̃m21 sRys0
R expsktd,

and %̃m,L  %̃m11 sLys0
L expsktd on the strips1, 2, R, L,

respectively, where the factors expsktd ensure nor-
malization [cf. Eq. (6)]. Consequently, the change i
Dss1d

m  2a
P

k s0
k%̃m,k ln %̃m,k 1 a2%̃m ln %̃m. The infor-

mation loss due to coarse graining is2Dss1d
m in cell m,

and the rate of irreversible entropy production is obtaine
asP

sad
irr  2Dss1d

m ys%ma2td. Inserting the expressions for
%̃m,k and taking into account Eq. (6), one obtains
P
sad
irr  2

Ds
s1d
m

%̃ma2t
k 1

1
t

ekt

"
2X

i1

si

a
ln

si

s0
i

1
%̃m21

%̃m
r ln

r%̃m21

r 0%̃m
1

%̃m11

%̃m
l ln

l%̃m11

l0%̃m

#
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Except for a narrow boundary layer around the two en
the evaluation ofP

sad
irr is elementary since forN ¿ 1 we

can use%̃m11y%̃m  expsad f1 1 O sN21dg, obtaining

P
sad
irr  k 1

ekt

t

"X
i

si

a
ln

si

s0
i

1 slrd1y2 ln
lr

l0r 0

#
 k 1 s̄sad. (8)

Here,s̄sad represents the average phase-space contrac
rate [25] on the saddle. The rightmost equality of (
was argued to be the irreversible entropy production
general open systems [17]. Here, we have illustrated
by an explicit calculation for the long baker chain.

Notice that owing to (1) the term̄ssad vanishes for the
thermostated model. As a consequence, the thermo
is ineffective for the motion on the chaotic saddle. Th
surprising result is directly related to the requireme
that the thermostated equations of motion preserve ph
space volumeglobally.

Expressing (7) with the drift and diffusion coefficien
(2) and taking the smallt limit, one obtains for the
s,

tion
)
or
is

stat
is

t
se-

thermostated model

P
sad
irr  k 

2D
a2

Ω
1 2

∑
1 2

µ
ya
2D

∂2∏1y2æ


y2

4D

∑
1 1

1
16

µ
a
ly

∂2

1 . . .

∏
, (9)

wherely is defined as in (4). The term in square brack
ets corresponds to a finite-size correction. Consequen
the irreversible entropy productions expressed in term
of the drift parametery is by a factor of4 smaller than in
the steady states. Observe, however, that the local c
rent densityjm  %msr 2 l%m11y%md saytd ø %msr 2

l expad saytd  %mrf1 2 slyrd1y2g tends to%myy2 for
a ! 0; i.e., the local streaming velocityum ; jmy%m is
yy2. Consequently, by fixing the streaming velocity on
obtains thesameamount of irreversible entropy produc-
tion in all approaches.

In spite of the simple model several findings expose
above are apparently of general validity.

(i) Open systems subjected to absorbing bounda
conditions and to the same thermostating algorithm
2761
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periodic ones should exhibitarea-preservingdynamics
on the chaotic saddle. Hence, their average phase-sp
contraction rate (and the sum of the Lyapunov exponen
is zero. This is so because for a thermostated syste
the dissipation is proportional to the average displaceme
per unit timeDxstdyt, whereDxstd is the displacement
parallel to the external field after timet. The ratio
Dxstdyt, however, vanishes in the long-time limit since
Dxstd is bounded by the length of the system. Thus, th
full irreversible entropy production is given by the escap
ratek, for both thermostated and Hamiltonian systems.

(ii) The irreversible entropy production per particle is
independent of the boundary conditions provided the loc
streaming velocityu  jy% is fixed. The expression
Pirr  u2yD holds for arbitrary streaming velocities in
the large-system limit, and coincides with the results o
thermodynamics in the linear-response regime. To s
this, we recall that according to nonequilibrium thermo
dynamics [26], the irreversible entropy production per un
volume is sirr  jEyT in a system of electric conduc-
tance (j denotes the current density,E the electric field,
andT the temperature). Using Ohm’s lawj  sE ; %u
(s being the conductivity,% the particle density,u the
streaming velocity) and Einstein’s relationD  Tsy% ,
we recover for the entropy production per particle the rel
tion Pirr  sirry%  u2yD, in units where the elementary
electric charge is unity (for more general cases cf. [24]).

(iii) In a steady state, the thermodynamic expressio
for the rate of irreversible entropy production per particl
can be derived as the information loss due to coar
graining, even when the system islow dimensional. We
specified minimal requirements for the thermostat [Eq. (1
and for the scaling of microscopic hopping probabilitie
with the transport coefficients [Eq. (2)] to obtain physically
meaningful macroscopic results. The ultimate reason f
the irreversible entropy production is the mixing of the
phase-space volume elements due to thechaoticityof the
dynamics even if, macroscopically, the system is in
steady state. In view of the general validity of theu2yD
expression, this seems to be the origin of the classic
irreversible entropy production also in systems withmany
degrees of freedom.
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